I. Introduction

The policy community, albeit belatedly, now fully recognizes the economic dangers of highly concentrated healthcare markets.\(^2\) The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and states continue to closely scrutinize hospital mergers. Recent successes by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) in challenging mergers of health insurers are additional indications of invigorated enforcement in the healthcare payment sector. In addition, the FTC, DOJ, and State Attorneys General (AGs) have appropriately dedicated substantial resources to healthcare antitrust enforcement and have achieved significant victories in litigation.

Traditional merger review, however, will be inadequate to compensate for the policy failures of the past. In large part because failed antitrust interventions, overwhelmed enforcers, or mistaken beliefs that market dynamics or negotiated settlements will preserve market competition, both provider and insurer markets across the country are highly concentrated, and dominant providers currently enjoy enormous pricing power. To create the market dynamics that consumers desire, policymakers will need to pursue proactive approaches in healthcare markets that confront extant market power and aim to limit its damage. It will also require exploring innovative paths to stimulate lost or impeded competition. Over the past several years, the FTC has enhanced its advisory and advocacy efforts on healthcare
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competition issues in numerous forums, and its leadership will need to continue exploring its influence outside its traditional purview.

Antitrust policy, like many other policy areas, will have to be farsighted and proactive to maintain and enhance sorely needed competition in healthcare markets. While traditional antitrust measures can prevent the agglomeration of additional harmful market power, less traditional and more creative policies are necessary to police the harmful market power many healthcare entities have already amassed. Federal and state entities should therefore pursue an active competition agenda by deploying sufficient resources to both prevent the consummation of additional anticompetitive consolidation that enhances or entrenches monopoly power and to pursue multipronged policies to facilitate efficient, competitive markets in healthcare markets. These issues are complicated by the healthcare sector’s long history of state and federal regulatory interventions that impede rivalry, discourage entry and innovation, and advance professional and corporate interests over those of consumers, but they also present multiple opportunities to correct problematic policies and inject competition into previously insulated markets.

In addition, responsibilities and opportunities to promote pro-competition policies must stretch beyond traditional antitrust enforcers, as regulators across government have the capacity to promote competition in healthcare markets. Close attention to regulatory interventions is also important because the distinction between public and private healthcare is vanishing. Government-financed health services, including Medicare and Medicaid, are increasingly relying on privately managed care to provide services. Without robustly competitive markets, these changes will not achieve the goals of controlling costs and improving quality. Likewise, proposals to replace Medicare’s guaranteed benefits with premium support payments, block grant Medicaid, or force downward budgetary pressures on national healthcare spending are also highly dependent on competition between providers and between insurers.

Part I of the AAI White Paper series *Competition in the Delivery and Payment of Healthcare Services* provided an in-depth examination of the competition concerns and priorities in provider and insurer consolidation—both horizontal and vertical—that is sweeping the industry. Part II of the AAI White Paper Series advances the discussion to identify and define the policy responses needed to address extant market power and prospective issues raised by consolidated markets. These issues include employing antitrust and other measures to stem monopolistic provider practices, encouraging federal agencies to advocate in correcting anticompetitive state policies, and seeking alternative strategies to promote competition in healthcare provider and payer markets. We emphasize a growing need for advocacy in state policymaking, payment reform, and transparency, including issues such as scrutiny of state medical boards, state efforts to improve price and quality transparency, and encouraging precompetitive policies at the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). The final section concludes with policy recommendations.

II. Antitrust Actions and Regulatory Alternatives

COPA laws are problematic on a variety of grounds. The list of factors to be considered are frequently numerous, conflicting, and not subject to empirical analysis or measurement. Beyond the sheer volume of information necessary to address such complex policy
considerations, weighing them against competitive harm is an intractable task. The statutory formulae require that regulators evaluate and weigh incommensurables without guidance as to priorities or standards of proof. Even if standards can be accurately measured and weighed, political and practical problems abound.

A. Unbundling of Monopolized Services

One proactive remedial approach to hospital mergers is requiring unbundling of monopolized services. Problematic mergers often involve hospitals with a dominant position in their markets (so-called “must have” hospitals) that, as noted above, are a major driver of cost in healthcare. Economic studies demonstrate that the bargaining leverage these hospitals possess enables them to obtain reimbursement at levels not explained by quality, demographic, patient mix, or other factors.

One reason dominant hospitals have been able to charge supracompetitive prices is because many offer sophisticated services unavailable at rival hospitals. They then leverage these services to extract revenues from other offered services that have competitive substitutes in the marketplace, thereby denying patients the benefits of competition and foreclosing entry by providers that could offer a more limited menu of services. Bundling has certain benefits, as bundled services for unified payments can increase efficiency and reduce costs associated with providing closely intertwined services.

However, the anticompetitive consequences of bundling monopolized and unmonopolized services are real and can include the squeezing out of rivals in the competitive market, the creation of another monopoly, and the limiting of entrants’ ability to challenge its hold on the monopolized market. The magnified consequences of healthcare monopolies should heighten concern over practices that can expand or enshrine provider monopolists.

Despite widespread bundling of hospital services and the collective dominance the practice enables, there have been few tying challenges to dominant providers. California very recently filed suit against a dominant health system, alleging illegal bundling and related anticompetitive monopolistic conduct. This suit could signify a new tactic limiting hospital monopolies. Hospitals’ bundled services offer a prime candidate for a reinvigorated antitying policy, and challenging such tying practices could open up meaningful competition in a host of ancillary markets.

One promising approach could be to require hospitals and other provider entities to unbundle, at a purchaser’s request, certain services so that the purchaser can negotiate prices. A workable rule would permit antitrust law to empower a purchaser to demand
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separate prices for divisible services that are normally bundled.\(^7\) The hope would be that antitrust courts and a credible threat of treble damages would discourage a provider monopolist from retaliating against any purchaser that aggressively challenges its anticompetitive practices. Indeed, the costs and delays from such complex antitrust actions suggest that public enforcement should supplement private suits. Either regulators could enable individual payers to demand unbundling to facilitate their efforts to get better prices or regulators could demand it themselves. This could trigger more competition and greater efficiency in both the tying submarkets where monopoly is not a problem and the tying markets where it is.

**B. Challenging Anticompetitive Terms in Insurer-Provider Contracts**

Another source of competitive harm is found in restrictive terms in contracts between providers and insurers. Many agreements between dominant providers and dominant insurers contain provisions that serve to enshrine each party’s leadership in their respective markets. They therefore foreclose competition in both healthcare markets, and they offer another potentially fruitful area for antitrust and regulatory attention in dealing with the provider monopoly problem.\(^8\)

A common practice, for example, is for a provider-seller to promise to give an insurer-buyer the same discount from its high prices it might give to a competing health plan. Such price-protection, payment parity, or most-favored-nation (MFN) clauses are common in commercial contracts and reduce frequent and costly renegotiation of prices. However, their anticompetitive effects can outweigh their efficiencies. Thus, a provider monopolist may find that a large and important payer is willing to pay its very high prices only if the provider promises not to charge lower prices to its competitors. Such a situation arose in Massachusetts, where the commonwealth’s largest insurer, a BlueCross plan, reportedly acceded to Partners HealthCare’s demand for a very substantial price increase only after Partners agreed to “protect Blue Cross from [its] biggest fear: that Partners would allow other insurers to pay less.”\(^9\)

Antitrust law can offer relief against a provider monopolist that secures its high prices through an MFN clause with a powerful insurer. Because such clauses protect insurers against their competitors’ getting better deals, many insurers are likely to give in too quickly.

---
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to even extortionate monopolist price demands. But the availability of an antitrust remedy (which would likely be a prospective cease-and-desist order rather than an award of treble damages for identifiable harms) might not be sufficient to deter a powerful provider from granting MFN status to a dominant insurer. Antitrust case law involving MFNs is mixed. A number of older cases refused to find MFN contracts deployed by dominant insurers as anticompetitive while other cases treat them with greater skepticism.

More recently, a court in Michigan sustained the DOJ’s challenge to the MFNs imposed by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Michigan finding allegations that the MFNs increased insurance premiums as well as the costs of competitors were sufficient to avoid dismissal. Another noteworthy aspect of the Michigan case is the court’s rejection of a state action defense. While no court has yet struck down MFN under the antitrust law, several private treble damage actions are pending.

An alternative, and perhaps more efficient, way to attack MFNs is through legislation or regulation. The Michigan case was dismissed after the Michigan legislature passed a law banning insurer MFNs, and at least sixteen other states have done so. Likewise, regulatory authorities could prohibit dominant providers from conferring such status. Regulators presumably would be in as good a position as any party to distinguish between restrictive agreements that achieve transactional efficiencies and agreements that restrict insurers’ freedom to cut price deals with competitors. Regulators might also be sensitive to how MFN clauses can reduce pressure on, and opportunities for, all insurers to seek new and innovative service arrangements.

Other contract provisions that threaten price competition are also in use in provider-insurer contracts in several states. In particular, so-called “anti-tiering” or “anti-steering” provisions prohibit an insurer from creating insurance products in which patients are induced to patronize lower-priced providers. Under such a contractual constraint, a health plan could not offer more generous coverage—such as reduced cost sharing—for care obtained from a new market entrant or from a more distant, perhaps even an out-of-state or out-of-country, provider.

The DOJ and the State of North Carolina have challenged one such practice, asserting that a health system exercised its market power by insisting on contract terms that prevented major
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insurers from steering patients to lower-cost hospitals. The anticompetitive harm from such restrictions are of particular concern because payers need mechanisms such as offering tiered networks to induce dominant providers to bargain over price. Again, a legislative or regulatory solution may be advisable. Massachusetts, for example, has banned anti-tiering and anti-steering laws, while another option would be for state insurance regulators to reject proposed policies containing such provisions.

The contractual terms noted here all enshrine the cooperative supremacy of dominant providers and dominant insurers. The resulting competitive harm extends beyond the sustenance of high prices. These partnerships also foreclose opportunities for consumers to benefit, both directly as patients and indirectly as premium payers, from innovative insurance products that competing health plans might otherwise introduce. Antitrust rules can prohibit the use of such anticompetitive contract terms to protect provider monopolies and curb insurer innovation. Insurance regulators might also bar such provisions wherever they threaten to preclude effective price competition. These actions remain available even in the continued presence of a provider monopoly.

C. Promote Provider and Insurer Entry

Another tactic for dealing with the dominant hospital problem is to facilitate competitive entry. The principal potential source of competition to dominant acute care hospitals are facilities controlled by physicians. These facilities (also referred to as “carve-out” or “boutique” hospitals) are hospitals that provide care for a limited range of conditions or perform only specified procedures. The rapid growth of such facilities, which typically specialized in a service such as heart care or orthopedics, was slowed considerably by provisions of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) that responded to concerns that these hospitals were cherry picking healthy and affluent patients.

Nevertheless, with physicians participating directly in integrating care through accountable care organizations (ACOs), it is possible (and desirable) that restrictions on physician ownership be eased subject to controlling the problems identified in the past. Moreover, as health services continue to migrate from inpatient to outpatient settings, including outpatient surgery centers, retail clinics and urgent care facilities, physicians are well positioned to offer alternatives to the traditional inpatient acute care facility. States should examine reducing impediments to the growth of these facilities that result from overly restrictive rules regarding facility licensure, certificate of need (CON), and conditions of participation.

---
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However, hospitals’ employment of physician rivals has been associated with avoiding competition, especially where there are significant barriers to entry. Under these circumstances, allowing hospitals to preempt potential rivals constitutes an unwise turn in competition policy. Finally, the expansion of healthcare facilities, clinics and networks depends on the availability of professionals to staff them. As discussed infra, expanding the supply of complementary healthcare providers and permitting them to practice to the full extent of their license is a closely related policy objective.

The insurance exchanges set up by the ACA also offer an opportunity to encourage entry into the generally concentrated insurance market. Exchanges offer a platform for effective price and quality comparisons across insurance products, thus removing many of the historical upfront costs to marketing insurance plans or investing in insurance brokers. Indeed, where regulation can improve the functioning of markets by mitigating market imperfections—as the ACA does by standardizing insurance products and reducing search frictions.

To be sure, the ACA exchanges have encountered both political and logistical setbacks, and their future remains uncertain, but should they remain, rules governing network adequacy, actuarial thresholds, and the like should be viewed with an eye towards encouraging greater choice and competition across plans.

III. Promoting Competitive Healthcare Policy Beyond the Clayton and Sherman Acts: Advocacy in State Policymaking, Payment Reform, and Transparency

Ensuring competitive healthcare markets relies on active policymaking beyond the traditional scope of the Sherman Act, and federal antitrust policymakers should seek opportunities to promote competition-enhancing policies outside their roles of policing monopolistic conduct, mergers, or cartel behavior.

A. Advocacy in State Policymaking

An enormous amount of healthcare policy is made at the state level, and many policy decisions now confronting state legislatures have significant implications for competition in healthcare markets. The Agencies should invest heavily in monitoring and advising state regulators regarding potential harms to competition arising from various state regulations and policies. The FTC, in issuing the policy perspective “Competition and the Regulation of Nurses” and in testifying before Congress on “Competition and the Potential Costs and

21 See Lawton R. Burns & Ralph W. Muller, Hospital-Physician Collaboration: Landscape of Economic Integration and Impact on Clinical Integration, 86 MILBANK Q. 375, 388-89 (2008) (listing as incentives to employ physicians, hospitals’ desire to “keep physicians (particularly specialists) from directly competing with hospital service lines [and] neutralize the threat of niche providers, preempt their market entry, and prevent the loss of outpatient share”).

Benefits of Professional Licensure has offered fruitful guidance to state policymakers in identifying costly state-based regulations that impose anticompetitive harm on healthcare consumers. We encourage the agencies to continue playing this role of policy advocate, paying heed to these and other policy areas.

1. State Licensure and Scope of Practice Laws

As the FTC report and testimony cited above reflect, professional licensure and scope of practice constraints impose unnecessary costs and limit competition in healthcare markets. In particular, restrictive scope-of-practice regulations for Advanced Practice Registered Nurses (APRNs) have been found to reduce access and quality and increase costs. For example, a 2011 Institute of Medicine (IOM) report recommended that states reform scope-of-practice regulations and provide for direct Nurse Practitioner (NP) reimbursement in order to allow nurses to help meet the growing primary care shortage.

Moreover, the National Governors Association has reported that nurse practitioners have been shown to provide comparable quality care as physicians and recommended that states consider easing scope-of-practice restrictions and modifying reimbursement policies to encourage greater NP involvement in primary care. For these reasons, twenty-two states and the District of Columbia have granted nurse practitioners expanded practice authority, with seven states liberalizing APRN scope-of-practice regulations in the last five years. Other states are now considering their own reform proposals.

The Agencies should engage in this policy debate and advocate on behalf of liberalizing state licensure and scope-of-practice limitations. States that have liberalized their rules have partaken in the benefits of more competitive markets, finding that less restrictive APRN regulations generate greater access to APRNs and lower healthcare costs, and additional
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evidence suggests that better healthcare quality is associated with greater access to APRNs.\(^{30}\) Given the evidence of competitive benefits associated with these reform efforts, the Agencies should contribute to state-based reform efforts as more state legislatures consider liberalizing APRN scope-of-practice rules. The Agencies similarly might promote additional liberalization efforts for regulations that currently constrain other low-cost healthcare providers.

2. **Certificate of Need and Certificate of Public Advantage Laws**

Certificate of Need laws have long been an object of frustration for policymaker and commentators who advocate for competitive healthcare markets.\(^{31}\) Currently, 36 states and the District of Columbia continue to maintain some form of a CON regime that puts constraints on when providers can expand, enter, provide new services, or introduce new equipment in healthcare markets.\(^{32}\) Among the many problems with these laws is the lack of clarity and the resulting untethered discretion given to politically appointed boards. For example, many statutes contain a “kitchen sink” approach, identifying as many as a dozen criteria to be applied.
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Early studies of CON regulations found that the constraints did little to constrain healthcare spending\(^{34}\) and even did little to constrain hospital investments.\(^{35}\) More recent studies have concluded that mature CON programs are associated with a modest reduction in acute care spending per capita but not a significant reduction in total per capita spending, with a slight reduction in bed supply but higher costs per day and per admission, along with higher hospital profits.\(^{36}\) Perhaps the biggest cost to CON regulations is its role in solidifying the delivery system, both in its stifling of new entrants and in its constraints on introducing alternative strategies.

Several states are now considering repealing their CON regulations.\(^{37}\) We encourage the agencies, just as the FTC has done in the debate over APRN scope-of-practice regulation, to examine the costs of CON regulations and to issue advocacy reports that can guide state policymakers. Where repeal is not feasible, states should consider clarifying the standards to be applied and explicitly requiring consideration of the competitive impact of CON determinations.

As discussed in Part 1 of this Series, state Certificate of Public Advantage Laws have the potential to encourage anticompetitive mergers. These laws are problematic on a variety of grounds. The list of factors to be considered are frequently numerous, conflicting, and not subject to empirical analysis or measurement. Beyond the sheer volume of information necessary to address such complex policy considerations, weighing them against competitive harm is an intractable task. The statutory formulae require that regulators evaluate and weigh incommensurables without guidance as to priorities or standards of proof. Even if standards can be accurately measured and weighed, political and practical problems abound. It is nonetheless apparent that COPAs are viewed by some as a way of “getting your merger through.”\(^{38}\) Therefore we support the FTC’s proposed study of the effects of these laws\(^{39}\) and urged continued advocacy at the state level to discourage their implementation.


3. Insurance Regulation

Health insurance is a heavily regulated industry. At the same time the nation depends on robust competition among insurers and among providers to promote consumer welfare. For example, the ACA created a new framework for the delivery and purchase of health insurance by establishing state exchanges (or “marketplaces”) to facilitate the sale of insurance products in the individual and small group market. The degree of competition largely hangs on the degree of competition encouraged by these exchanges. The regulation of these exchanges, therefore, will significantly determine the success of the ACA and its ability to bring affordable health insurance to consumers in the individual and small business markets. Likewise, the market for insurance and administrative services for large employers and beneficiaries of government programs such as Medicare Advantage and Medicaid Managed plan requires regulation that supports and does not undermine competition.

While the McCarran Ferguson Act and longstanding policy has vested primary regulation of insurance in the states, in some instances, state laws may operate at cross-purposes with the broader objectives of competitive policy. For example, excessive restrictions on the composition of payor networks under so-called “network adequacy laws” can impair the ability of payors to bargain effectively on price and quality with providers.\(^40\) As such they may restrict the availability of narrow network plans, which have had some success constraining costs and therefore can be offered at lower prices. We recommend that states adopt a nuanced approach, as recommended by Professors Hall and Ginsburg that avoids the risk of over-regulation and standardless delegation of authority.\(^41\)

Another group of state laws, generally referred to as “any willing provider laws,” may also serve to undermine competition. These laws typically provide that insurers must include in their networks any provider that is qualified to practice in their locale. The effect of AWP laws is to inhibit the ability of insurers to bargain and contract selectively in forming their provider networks. As a result, some studies show that they increase costs.\(^42\)

The Agencies could play productive roles in helping fine tune the regulations governing the state insurance exchanges. The health insurance market has always needed regulatory supervision, but excessive regulation could undermine the viability of state insurance markets. We encourage the Agencies to monitor the development of these exchanges and encourage the promotion of pro-competitive regulatory strategies.

---
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B. Expanding Scrutiny of State Medical Boards and Other Professional Bodies

The FTC earned an enormously valuable victory when the Supreme Court, in *North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission*, 43 subjected unsupervised state medical and professional boards controlled by private market participants to antitrust scrutiny. As these state professional boards have frequently been the driving force behind many anticompetitive regulations, 44 the new ruling creates an opportunity to enforce the antitrust laws where previously they were plausibly inapplicable. The antitrust agencies would make further headway in promoting competitive healthcare markets by capitalizing on this victory and scrutinizing the rules and restrictions imparted by these boards.

One particular dispute in Texas illustrated with stark clarity the capacity of state boards to produce anticompetitive regulations. In large response to the growth of Teledoc, a successful provider of telemedicine services, the state medical board issued rules requiring certain in-person visits before administering certain forms of healthcare. 45 The rules were widely perceived as an attack on telemedicine by the traditional providers represented on the state board, and Teledoc promptly sued the medical board under the Sherman Act. 46

The rise of new uses of technology, and their challenge to the traditional delivery of medicine, will likely increase disputes between state medical boards and innovative providers, and they similarly may lead to more antitrust lawsuits. We encourage the FTC to monitor and interject accordingly in both current and emerging disputes between state medical boards and firms offering telemedicine services. We further encourage the FTC to consider developing guidance to medical boards—and any potential supervising state officials—on policies that will trigger antitrust scrutiny.

Although the state medical board eventually revised its rules, thus leading to a joint dismissal of Teledoc’s antitrust suit, the retreat did not happen until after the board claimed Parker Immunity. Because medical boards controlled by private market participants are immune from antitrust scrutiny if they act pursuant to a clearly articulated state policy and are actively supervised by state officials, 47 the Texas board’s claim of immunity was a common move following the issuance of regulations that inhibit innovations and entrants. Accordingly, the contours of Parker Immunity, especially in light of *North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners*, will meaningfully shape the scope of competition among alternative providers, and many

43 N.C Bd. of Dental Exam’rs v. FTC, 135 S. Ct. 1101, 1117 (2015) (“The Sherman Act protects competition while also respecting federalism. It does not authorize the States to abandon markets to the unsupervised control of active market participants, whether trade associations or hybrid agencies. If a State wants to rely on active market participants as regulators, it must provide active supervision if state-action immunity under Parker is to be invoked.”)
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states have thus asked the FTC for guidance on how they may satisfy Midcal’s twin requirements. The FTC released a guidance document in October 2015, although tensions between the traditionalism of medical boards and the demands for innovative and lower-cost delivery pathways will sustain uncertainty and scrutiny in this area of law.

We recommend that the FTC continue to remind policymakers of the sober reality that boards dominated by market participants are prone to produce anticompetitive regulations. Moreover, the FTC should consider taking a proactive role in helping states craft regimes in which medical boards do not have inappropriate leeway without active state supervision. It is also worthwhile to examine how different states have constructed regimes around professional medical boards and assess whether structural differences influence the competitiveness of the subsequent regulations. For example, California has constructed a regime very different from the one in North Carolina that failed the active supervision test.

First, one third of the members of California’s medical, dental, nursing, and other healing arts professional boards are appointed by either the governor or legislature, and these “public members” are tasked with pursuing the public interest and instituting some political accountability into the boards’ actions. In contrast, all the members of North Carolina’s dental board, like those of most other professional boards, are either elected by or appointed after input from the professional association. And second, California law institutes several checks to the state boards’ actions, including empowering the state’s Department of Consumer Affairs to review and investigate any board action and tasking the state’s Office of Administrative Law to review all professional board regulations.

Because many important healthcare policy decisions are made by these state professional boards, and the structure of these boards often creates incentives to produce anticompetitive regulations, we encourage the FTC to continue monitoring health professional boards’ conduct. And because many states are considering how to revise their regulatory regime in response to the Supreme Court’s recent ruling, we encourage the FTC to monitor and guide

---
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how state policymakers implement mechanisms to actively supervise their professional boards. We additionally encourage state and federal reformers to seek legislative proposals, as several have, that establish more robust supervision regimes as a condition for receiving antitrust immunity. Such approaches might both satisfy the Supreme Court’s requirements under Board of Dental Examiners and ensure the political accountability that ostensibly would preclude anticompetitive conduct to take place. The FTC has appropriately taken a leadership role in shaping reform of this kind, and we additionally encourage legislators to adhere to its guidance.52

C. Support State Efforts to Improve Price and Quality Transparency

The field of health economics was born in 1963, with the publication of “Uncertainty and the Welfare Economics of Medical Care”53 by soon-to-be Nobel Laureate Kenneth Arrow. Arrow states his brilliant thesis succinctly: “the special economic problems of medical care can be explained as adaptations to the existence of uncertainty in the incidence of disease and in the efficacy of treatment.”54 And, Arrow continues, “Where there is uncertainty, information or knowledge becomes a commodity. [I]nformation, in the form of skilled care, is precisely is what is being bought from most physicians, and, indeed, from most professionals.”55

Even though healthcare markets, healthcare delivery, and health economics have changed dramatically since 1963, Arrow’s foundational insight on the role of information remains true. Then, as now, uncertainty abounds in nearly every aspect of healthcare delivery, and information remains the cure to uncertainty. And one source of persistent uncertainty that has hindered the competitiveness of healthcare markets has been the lack of quality and price information made available to consumers. Since substantial evidence illustrates that consumers act swiftly and wisely when they do possess useful healthcare information,56 healthcare and competition policymakers should collaborate to ensure that consumers have the information they need.

Currently, several government efforts in the U.S. aim to enhance price and quality transparency. CMS has launched the Hospital Inpatient Quality Program and Outpatient Quality Program, along with its Hospital Compare website, and numerous states have begun constructing All Payer Claims Databases (APCDs) that will inform citizens of the costs and quality exhibited by local providers. In fact, a growing number of states are taking active roles in promoting price transparency, with now more than nine states implementing public

54 Id. at 941.
55 Id. at 946.
APCDs that allow comparisons between the prices accepted by various providers across a range of payors.\textsuperscript{57}

To date, these U.S. efforts have not generated the data clarity that the other nations have achieved. The metrics used too often are imprecise,\textsuperscript{58} track procedures rather than outcomes,\textsuperscript{59} fail to distinguish high from low quality providers,\textsuperscript{60} and are not accessible to the public or to consumer organizations that seek to offer informed recommendations.\textsuperscript{61} Nonetheless, these efforts remain at their nascent stages, and though they have yet to produce reliable information for consumers, they are an important development in healthcare policy. The Agencies should encourage and promote these efforts to bring greater transparency, and thus greater competition, to healthcare markets.

Private actors have also initiated projects to increase price transparency, targeting to reform opaque pricing mechanisms and to enable healthcare consumers to compare price and quality data across a range of providers. Third-party organizations, such as FAIR Health Consumer, are compiling healthcare price data and offering tools to consumers to compare price and quality metrics for certain providers,\textsuperscript{62} and businesses like Castlight Health, Inc., are offering similarly comprehensive comparison tools to employees of subscribing businesses.\textsuperscript{63} In an effort to reduce their own costs, some insurers, like Blue Cross and Blue Shield of North Carolina, have similarly offered their members a database to compare provider prices.\textsuperscript{64} These efforts also deserve support from the Agencies. Although some scrutiny on information sharing might be applicable, the Agencies should apply any such scrutiny with the understanding that these efforts are bringing some sorely needed transparency to a very opaque marketplace.

Similarly, the Agencies should be aware of certain legal obstacles and challenges to states’ efforts to establish APCDs. In 2016, the Supreme Court ruled that a Vermont law to require private insurers to contribute data to its APCD was preempted by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA).\textsuperscript{65} This unfortunate decision places a major obstacle
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\textsuperscript{58} See Jonah J. Stulburg, et al., Adherence to Surgical Care Improvement Project Measures and the Association with Postoperative Infections, 303 JAMA 2479 (2010).
\textsuperscript{59} See Mary T. Hawn et al., Surgical Site Infection Prevention: Time to Move Beyond the Surgical Care Improvement Program, 254 ANNAALS OF SURGERY 494 (2011).
\textsuperscript{60} See Safavi, K. C. et al., Variation in Surgical Quality Measure Adherence within Hospital Referral Regions: Do Publicly Reported Surgical Quality Measures Distinguish among Hospitals That Patients are Likely to Compare?, 49 HEALTH SERV. RES. 1108 (2014).
\textsuperscript{62} FAIR Health Consumer is a national independent, not-for-profit corporation whose mission is to bring transparency to healthcare costs and health insurance information through comprehensive data products and consumer resources. See https://www.fairhealthconsumer.org.
\textsuperscript{63} Castlight’s Enterprise Healthcare Cloud technology enables employers to deliver world-class benefits to their people and empowers employees with the information they need to make better healthcare decisions for themselves and their families. See http://www.castlighthealth.com/solutions/.
\textsuperscript{64} See Estimate Health Care Costs, BLUE CROSS & BLUE SHIELD OF N.C., http://www.bcbsnc.com/content/providersearch/treatments/index.htm# (last accessed June 12, 2018) (providing calculation of your estimated cost for a medical treatment based upon your zipcode).
for states wanting to improve competition by increasing price transparency.\textsuperscript{66} The case illustrates both that ERISA poses some administrative barriers (though nothing that cannot be overcome) to certain transparency efforts, and also that legal challenges to policies promoting price and quality transparency are certain to come from dominant insurers, providers, and other actors who consider transparency to be a threat. Tellingly, six states that had or were developing APCDs filed an amici brief in support of Vermont, led by New York and including Maryland, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Oregon, and Utah. Their brief reveals the challenging political and legal landscape in which transparency efforts are taking place:

The usefulness of an all-payer claims database comes principally from its comprehensiveness. If a large and distinctive category of payers need not report medical claims data to a state APCD, the database will not accurately reflect the availability and cost of local health-care services, and state authorities cannot rely on it to help them develop health-care policies with a robust evidentiary basis.\textsuperscript{67}

We encourage the agencies to recognize the importance of these efforts to compile and disseminate healthcare quality and price data and that bringing greater transparency to healthcare markets is an important step towards making them more competitive. For example, it may be possible to employ federal regulatory powers to overcome the obstacle to state-mandated transparency created by the Gobeille decision. As suggested by Justice Breyer in his concurrence, the U.S. Department of Labor, which regulates ERISA plans, could “develop reporting requirements that satisfy states’ needs” for APCDs.\textsuperscript{68} We therefore urge the Agencies to monitor and support public and private initiatives to establish APCDs and similar databases that support informed consumer choice.

\textbf{D. Encourage Pro-Competitive Policies at CMS}

Medicare and Medicaid payment policies can have an important effect on competition. First it should be remembered that both programs depend on competitive provider and payer markets. Approximately 30\% of Medicare beneficiaries are enrolled in Medicare Advantage plans, and prescription drugs are provided by private plans. Further, most states now contract with managed care organizations to provide services to their Medicaid beneficiaries.

The competitiveness of provider markets drives cost and quality for all payers, and most commercial payers pattern their payment methodologies after Medicare’s reimbursement methodology. Thus, the payment policies and rules governing participation in federal programs have an important effect on the cost and structure of markets in the private sector.


\textsuperscript{68} \textit{Gobeille}, 136 S. Ct. at 949-50.
For this reason, we suggest that the Agencies engage in competition advocacy concerning CMS regulations just as it has done with the States.

In some instances, CMS policies may create incentives that work to lessen competition. To give one example, Medicare’s provider-based billing rules permit a hospital to bill a facility fee, in addition to a professional charge, for procedures performed by a physician in a hospital.69 If the same procedure is done in a physician’s office or clinic, Medicare does not pay a facility fee. The result is Medicare often pays more for certain procedures when performed in a hospital than when performed in a physician’s office or clinic.70 This provides strong incentives, completely untethered (and likely counter) to improving efficiency, for providers to shift the delivery of services to hospital settings. It also encourages providers to engage in regulatory strategies that do nothing for the patient and impose costs on the taxpayer (for example, under certain conditions, a hospital can license a physician’s clinic to be part of the hospital and charge an additional facility fee).

Because of the profound impact on competition of federal healthcare program regulation, we suggest therefore that the Administration inaugurate an interagency health competition task force to advise CMS on policies that affect the competitiveness of provider and payer markets. The Agencies’ should use this task force and other opportunities to advocate and support policies affecting payment, conditions of participation, and quality measures for providers that promote entry and cost-effective delivery of care.

IV. Policy Recommendations

America has chosen, wisely we think, to rely on competition to spur innovation, assure quality of care, and control costs in the healthcare sector. Where markets have been allowed to function under competitive conditions—free of anticompetitive regulations, cartels, and monopolies—competition has done its job. Much of the revolutionary change occurring today is designed to improve the function of healthcare markets and deal with problems of market failure and excessive regulation. In many areas however, problems persist. Many markets remain controlled by monopolies, constrained by outdated regulation, and foreclosed to new entrants and ideas from anticompetitive strategies from incumbents. We therefore believe the role of the federal antitrust agencies in making healthcare policy is a vital one, and they should be given the fullest support by Congress, the Executive branch and the States. In light of these observations, we offer a number of takeaways from the analysis that would help frame an active competition policy agenda that complements vigorous antitrust enforcement in healthcare. These include:

- Traditional antitrust measures can prevent the agglomeration of additional harmful market power. However, less traditional and more creative, farsighted,

---


and proactive policies are necessary to police the harmful market power many healthcare entities have already amassed.

- COPA proceedings are unlikely to ascertain when consolidations will generate benefits that outweigh costs to competition. Given the weighty evidence that provider consolidations impose significant economic harm, COPA’s frequently amount to evasions of needed FTC scrutiny.

- To mitigate the anticompetitive consequences of bundling monopolized and unmonopolized hospital services, antitrust enforcers ought to require hospitals and other provider entities to unbundle, at a purchaser’s request, certain services so that the purchaser can negotiate prices. This offers a promising, proactive remedial approach to hospital mergers and would restore some lost competition from excessive consolidation.

- Contractual terms between providers and insurers such as MFNs and anti-steering provisions entrenches dominant providers and insurers, limiting competition and benefits to consumers. Antitrust rules can prohibit the use of such anticompetitive contractual terms and insurance regulators can bar such provisions wherever they threaten to preclude effective price competition.

- States should examine reducing barriers that prevent entry by upstart providers, from overly restrictive rules regarding facility licensure and CON. New outpatient surgery centers, retail clinics and urgent care facilities, and physicians are well positioned to offer alternatives to the traditional inpatient acute care facility.

- Insurance exchanges set up under the ACA offer a platform for effective price and quality comparisons across insurance products and are an important tool for combatting concentration in health insurance markets. While regulatory supervision is necessary in the health insurance markets, excessive regulation could undermine the viability of state insurance markets. The FTC and DOJ should monitor the development of these exchanges, help the states fine tune regulation, and encourage the promotion of pro-competitive regulatory strategies.

- The FTC and DOJ should invest in monitoring and advising state regulators regarding potential harms to competition arising from state regulations and policies. This includes advocating for liberalizing state licensure and scope-of-practice limitations. Where repeal is not feasible, states should consider clarifying standards for, and explicitly require consideration of the competitive impact of, CON determinations.

- State licensing boards dominated by market participants are prone to produce anticompetitive regulations. The FTC should take a proactive role in helping states craft regimes in which medical boards do not have inappropriate leeway without active state supervision. And because many states and Congress are considering how best to revise existing regulatory regimes, the FTC should
monitor and guide how policymakers implement mechanisms to actively supervise their professional boards.

- The FTC and DOJ should monitor and support public and private initiatives to establish APCDs and similar databases that compile and disseminate healthcare quality and price data. Greater transparency in healthcare markets can enhance competition and expand informed consumer choice.

- Federal healthcare program regulation has a profound impact on competition. As such, we suggest that the Administration inaugurate an interagency health competition task force to advise CMS on policies that affect the competitiveness of provider and payer markets. The FTC and DOJ should use this task force and other opportunities to advocate and support policies affecting payment, conditions of participation, and quality measures for providers that promote entry and cost-effective delivery of care.